#236 The Ten Horns of Revelation 13:1 – The Revelation 13:1 ‘Bill of Rights’ Crown Shift
is a counterfeit of the Crown Shift from Satan to God at the Lord’s Second Coming
We just learned that the Lord is clarifying in Revelation 13:2 that it is Satan, the Great Red
Dragon of Revelation 12:3, that gives the Beast out of the Sea – with its ‘Bill of Rights’ Ten
Horns – its power, seat, and authority.
Revelation 13:2 (KJV) And THE BEAST [out of the Sea] WHICH I SAW WAS LIKE UNTO A
LEOPARD, and HIS FEET WERE AS THE FEET OF A BEAR, and HIS MOUTH AS THE
MOUTH OF A LION: and THE [Great Red] DRAGON [Satan] GAVE HIM [the Beast out
of the Sea with its ‘Bill of Rights’ Ten Horns] HIS POWER, AND HIS SEAT, AND
GREAT AUTHORITY.
The deception. The reason this subject matter is important is
because deceived mankind generally believes that if there is a
God, that it is God, not Satan, who has given the United
States and its ‘Bill of Rights’ Ten Horns its power, seat, and
authority. The deceived Church believes also that the crown
shift from King George III to George Washington was God
giving America power, seat, and authority. However, a
Christian should not be surprised that it is Satan that gives the
United States its power, seat, and authority, for Matthew 4:89 teaches that Satan has been given the power to do so.

Matthew 4:8-9 (KJV) Again,
the devil taketh him up into an
exceeding high mountain, and
sheweth him all THE
KINGDOMS OF THE
WORLD, and the glory of them;
9 And saith unto him, ALL
THESE THINGS [the kingdoms
of the world, and the glory of
them] WILL I GIVE THEE, if
thou wilt fall down and worship
me.

Key Understanding: The real crown shift. At the Second Coming, there will be a true
Crown Shift of power from the governments of the world – which are all rooted in the
philosophies and will of Satan – to the Lord, who will have the government upon his
shoulder (Isaiah 9:6). Thus, the Crown Shift from Satan to God occurs at the Second
Coming – not at the coming and crowning of the Bill of Rights and representative Democracy.
Because of the false belief that it is God who is giving power, seat, and authority to the
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United States and its Bill of Rights, the Crown Shift of Revelation 13:1 is acting as a
counterfeit Second Coming from heaven.
This makes sense because it is the Second Coming from heaven, Revelation 19:11, that
initiates the real Crown Shift of power from Satan to God, but the counterfeit Crown Shift
in power (from Satan to ‘God’) is seen in Revelation 13:1. It essentially comes from hell –
through the Beast out of the Pit and its Crowned ‘Bill of Rights’ Ten Horns.
Remember, this is a part of the same picture of America being the Counterfeit Rod of Iron,
crushing the Broken Clay, compared to the Lord being the True Rod of Iron. [Reference
Unsealings #96 and #135.]
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